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Planning a trip to Scotland?
Edinburgh may have the pedigree,
but GLASGOW is the country’s new
must-visit luxury destination.
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the 1823 Royal Scottish Automobile Club on the square wink knowingly at the
pillars and overlooks the hustle and bustle of the train
neighborhood’s seedy past. Today, the lipstick-bright booths serve as the centerpiece
station. It’s an absolutely gorgeous spot for a fly-on-theof the lobby of the fashionably new Blythswood Square Hotel (townhousecompany.
wall cocktail.
com/blythswoodsquare; 11 Blythswood Square; 44 0141 208 2458), Glasgow’s
From the station, it’s a straight shot to Merchant
trendy accommodation of choice for celebs, bands, and other beautiful people, Sean
City, reconceived from a warehouse and market district
“Diddy” Combs among them.
into a snazzy shopping and nightlife mecca reminiscent
If there ever existed a perfect example of how to revitalize something that was
of London’s Covent Garden. This is the only spot north
seemingly duller than dominoes, it would be the liberal use of modern tweed in
of Hadrian’s Wall where you’ll find an outpost of Pretty
the hotel’s bar and restaurant. Somehow, the designers managed to take an old
Green (prettygreen.com; Ingram Street; 44 0845 166
man’s jacket and turn it into a hotel showpiece that exudes contemporary Scottish
6030), the urban mod clothing label and shop created
cool. The 10,000-square-foot spa, with its urban treatment corridor
bathed in soothing light, is also something members of the Royal Scottish (clockwise from opposite) Glasgow City Chambers, Blytheswood Square Hotel
Automobile Club probably would have scoffed at in their day as a little too interior, the Grand Central Hotel’s 72-foot chandelier, and Merchant City;
(opening spread) a view of Glasgow’s skyline, with the Kelvingrove Art Gallery
girly for Glasgow. Not today.
and Museum at right
More down to earth is the Grand Central Hotel (thegrandcentralhotel.
com; 99 Gordon Street; 44 0141 240 3700), a new-and-improved version
of a longstanding hotel inside Glasgow’s impressive 1879 Victorian Central
Station, which debuted in all its made-over glory last September. Renovated
under the highest level of historical preservation that exists in Scotland,
the building is now a smart boutique hotel boasting the largest chandelier in
Western Europe (a 72-foot string of glitz that snakes up through the central
stairway and takes two men three days to clean with feather dusters) and
186 stylish rooms draped in masculine burgundies and boasting original,
tenement-style bathrooms. But it’s the hotel’s Champagne Central that can’t
be missed. The bar sits under a dramatic dome ceiling supported by marble

WHEN IN SCOTLAND,
one of the first things you learn about the locals is that they don’t
refer to whisky as “scotch” (or to whisky as “whiskey,” for that
matter). Belly up to a bar anywhere in the country and let fly an
“I’ll have a scotch on the rocks, please!” The pub chatter will be
silenced, and your cover as a foreigner will be instantly blown,
all but destroying the chance that anyone in the bar will want to
have a drink with you—and greatly increasing the odds that one
will be poured on you.
However, this story isn’t about whisky. It’s about Glasgow,
Scotland’s oft-overlooked other city, which has long toiled in
the shadow of Edinburgh, the much-feted jewel of Caledonia.
Historically, the difference between Edinburgh and Glasgow
has been that Edinburghians would consider thumping you for
calling whisky “scotch”; Glaswegians would just kick your teeth
in without hesitation.
But as the Scots would say in their charming, near-indecipherable drawl, Those days ur ower. Glasgow was for many years
written off as a sooty and somewhat sad industrial giant, raised
rough around the edges on textiles, steel, shipbuilding, and
chemicals. But more recently it has become recognized as one
of the coolest cities in the U.K. Consider Lonely Planet’s Best in
Travel 2009, which voted Glasgow a top-10 city to visit, on a list
that included Chicago, São Paulo, and Shanghai. A decade ago,
that would have been an unthinkable honor for the city, despite
having been crowned the European City of Culture in 1990, a
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triumph that many laughed off.
Edinburgh, with its surfeit of charm and almost
overwhelming number of historic and beautiful buildings, is a
magnet for travel superlatives. But with the exception of the
quite excellent Scotch Whisky Heritage Centre, the city can
feel too sterile for the adventurous traveller, lost in its own
bloodline and self-importance.
Glasgow, on the other hand, is a prisoner of neither heritage
nor ego, despite the fact that it, too, has an impressive number of
gorgeous historical buildings of which to boast. One stroll down
Bath Street and you’ll catch glimpses of the recently refurbished
Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum (glasgowmuseums.com;
Argyle Street; 44 0141 276 9599), the University of Glasgow (gla.
ac.uk; University Avenue; 44 0141 330 2000, and the Glasgow
School of Art (gsa.ac.uk; 167 Renfrew Street; 44 0141 353 4500),
all world-class architectural edifices.
But those buildings have been there for ages, despite the
city’s undeserved rap as an industrial eyesore. Where the new
Glasgow shines brightest is in its juxtaposition of old and new.
Sitting behind numerous once-intimidating historical facades
in this city of 600,000 is a world of gentrified, contemporary
cool that is relegating Glasgow’s gritty reputation to an everreceding past.
The tranquil Blythswood Square in the residential heart of
the city center wasn’t always so peaceful. In fact, it was once
a debauched Red Light District. That’s all gone now, but two
sexy red banquets occupying the former elevator shafts inside

The new Glasgow shines brightest
in its juxtaposition of old and new.
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and designed by Liam Gallagher of Oasis and Beady Eye. Gallagher owes a
longstanding debt to Glasgow, for it was here that Oasis were famously signed,
at the shoebox-sized King Tut’s Wah Wah Hut (kingtuts.co.uk; 272a St. Vincent
Street; 44 0141 221 5279). Today, the venue is still absolutely holy ground for
emerging talent, a natural resource in which Glasgow has always been rich.
Among the artists who hail from here: Mark Knopfler of Dire Straits, Angus and
Malcolm Young of AC/DC, Simple Minds, Primal Scream, Teenage Fanclub, Lloyd
Cole and the Commotions, Travis, Belle & Sebastian, Franz Ferdinand, Snow
Patrol, Paolo Nutini, and Glasvegas.
One of Merchant City’s anchor destinations is the impressive Corinthian Club
(thecorinthianclub.co.uk; 191 Ingram Street; 44 0141 552 1101), housed inside
the former Glasgow Ship Bank, built in 1842. Another stunning restoration,
the Corinthian is home to a jaw-dropping central restaurant with opulent
chandeliers, tall booths, and massive lampshades the size of Airbus engines; a
basement bar called Mash & Press that, with its exposed brick and mood lighting,
is as beautiful as any pub in the U.K.; another equally stunning Prohibition-style
pub, Bootleg, featuring a bar fashioned from original Ship Bank safes, drinks
served in brown paper bags, and a large-scale mosaic floor in the image of the
Queen; and (unfortunately, perhaps) a casino. Under one roof, it is everything
that Glasgow once wasn’t.
But not everything old in Glasgow is new again. Some things are just new, but
with a bond to the past. Nowhere is the marriage of aged and modern more evident
than the city’s brand-new $122-million Riverside Museum (glasgowmuseums.
com; 100 Pointhouse Place; 44 0141 287 2729) on the banks of the confluence
of the Clyde and Kelvin rivers. The first major public building in the U.K. by
Iraqi superstar and Pritzker Prize-winning architect Zaha Hadid (next up is the
London Aquatics Centre for the 2012 Summer Olympic Games), the facility is
the new home of the Museum of Transport. Its dramatic, self-supporting jagged
roof, a nod to the waves of the rivers on whose banks it sits, hovers over the
icons of shipbuilding, trams, and other industrialized modes of transport once
intrinsically linked with the River Clyde. The museum is the showpiece attraction
of a near $10 billion, 25-year Clyde Waterfront urban
regeneration project, which includes 400 retail, commercial, 
Òran Mór pub (left)
leisure, and housing developments along the waterfront and Kelvingrove Art
from Glasgow to Dumbarton, 20 miles to the west.
Museum


The BroomielawTradeston pedestrian
bridge across the
River Clyde; (bottom)
the Butchershop Bar
& Grill steakhouse

Glasgow is second only
to London in cultural
attractions in the U.K.
and is not far behind it in
the culinary arts.
The Riverside joins the Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum and
the Gallery of Modern Art (GoMA; glasgowmuseums.com; Royal
Exchange Square; 44 0141 287 3050) as one of Glasgow’s premier
museums, the pillars of a city that boasts over 1.4 million pieces in
its civic collection. It’s a little-known fact, but Glasgow is second only
to London in cultural attractions in the U.K. and is not far behind
it in the culinary arts. Of course, it’s hard to compete with London
for sheer size and ethnic diversity, but Glasgow is a damn fine place
to have a meal, doing wonders with what it has readily available: a
delightful abundance of succulent beef and seafood.
Two of the best places in town to eat are within a caber toss from
Kelvingrove, so depending on how quickly you move through the
exhibits, they could bookend an afternoon visit to the museum.
Right across the street is the innovative Pelican Café (pelicancafe.
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co.uk; 1377 Argyle Street; 44 0844 573 0670), a casual bistro where chef Jason Harvie
sources the best of Scotland (Orkney Gold Aberdeen Angus Beef, Drumachloy Farm Isle
of Bute Rose Veal, hand-dived scallops). You name it, he gets it, and he provides cute
explanations of where and why throughout the menu.
Just down the road, James Rusk bills his Butchershop Bar & Grill (butchershopglasgow.
com; 1055 Sauchiehall Street; 44 0141 339 2999) as a “boutique neighborhood steakhouse.” The operative word is steak. His 28-day dry-aged Côte de Bœuf is 18 ounces
of perfectly char-grilled love, the second-best piece of beef to ever grace this writer’s
gullet. (Only Wolfgang Puck’s Cut in Los Angeles was better—barely. And at $50, the
Butchershop is considerably cheaper.) In the evenings, the modern steakhouse, with just
a year under its belt, is already a staple for jet-setting Glaswegians. Go. Here. Now.
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Out that same way in Glasgow’s
West End is Òran Mór (oran-mor.
co.uk; Top of Byres Road; 44 0141
357 6200). It’s probably the best
place to drink in all of Scotland,
but not because there are 360 whiskies on the bar menu and a wealth
of excellent Scottish ales on tap.
Rather, it’s due to the fact that, until
a few years ago, Òran Mór was the
derelict Kelvinside Parish Church,
built in 1862. Here, you can imbibe
surrounded by 150-year-old stone
walls and stunning stained glass. It’s
also here that I meet Alasdair Gray,
a beloved Glasgow-born writer and
artist most famous for his 30-yearsin-the-making debut novel, Lanark,
published in 1981. Gray painted the
beautiful ceiling mural in Òran Mór’s
Auditorium, one of the largest pieces
of public art in Scotland.
We don’t shake hands, mind
Glasgow’s Pretty
you,
but he waddles up next to me
Green outlet and
at the bar, fumbling for his wallet to
(top) Tellers Bar
& Brasserie at
pay his tab. “I believe we have your
Corinthian Club
card, Alasdair,” the bartender says
sheepishly. “You must have left it
here last time.” “I did?” Gray asks,
clearly a little confused with drink and old age. Witness
the perfect Glaswegian of yore, an aging relic as friendly
with pubs as with poetry.
Like Gray, if you worship at Òran Mór long enough,
you’ll be in need of one of the U.K.’s best hangover
remedies: fish and chips. The Chippy Doon the Lane
(thechippyglasgow.com; 84 Buchanan Street, McCormack
Lane; 44 0141 225 5612) proves that even this streetwise
culinary classic isn’t beyond gentrification. Beer-battered
haddock, and fat, malt vinegar-drenched hand-cut chips
are served in an industrial-cool dining room that’s all
exposed brick and iron ceilings—a far, far cry from the
greased-fueled chippys of Irvine Welsh novels.
But no matter how cool the new Glasgow may be, and
how well versed in spirits its denizens seem, there is still
room for the occasional gaffe. At Chinaski’s (chinaskis.
com; 239 North Street; 44 0141 221 0061), exactly
the kind of Bukowski-themed, hipster-intellectual pub
that you wouldn’t have seen in Glasgow in the nonetoo-distant past, the Bourbon menu lists Jack Daniel’s.
Though the spirit meets the criteria for categorization as
a straight bourbon, Jack Daniel Distillery itself frowns
on the taxonomy, preferring to call its liquor “Tennessee
sour mash whiskey.” I can hear the wee, naïve laddie
now: Gaunny gi’us a burbun n’ coke? N’ittid better be Jack
Daniel’s.

THE
UNFORGETTABLE
Pride 1981 whisky
is a single malt for the ages.
FIRE Glenmorangie’s
WHEN DR. BILL LUMSDEN became the
master distiller for Glenmorangie in 1998, he
began straightaway with the enviable task
of familiarizing himself with the distillery’s
entire stock. “I thought it would be a very
good idea for me to quickly get a handle
on the quality of stock that we had, so I
decided to taste samples from every year of
distillation,” Lumsden says.
There were more than 30 vintages that
required tasting—“It was a dirty job, but
someone had to do it,” Lumsden jokes—but
the product of one particular year, 1981, stood
out above the rest. “For reasons that I’ve
never completely managed to suss out, some
of the ’81 stock was absolutely outstanding,”
he says. “Creamy and full bodied.”
Lumsden had the idea to transfer the
stock to casks that had previously been used
to store Chateau D’Yquem, the exquisite
white wine that hails from the French

Sauternes region. Based on the strength and
flavor of the 1981 stock, he determined that it
could stand up to a long period of aging in the
different type of barrel. “I wasn’t even sure
that I would be able to get the casks,” he says.
“But through a wonderful contact that I had
in France, I was actually able to procure them
rather quickly.”
At first, transferring the whisky from the
American Bourbon barrels, in which it had sat
since its distillation, to the expensive French
casks seemed not to have been a worthwhile
operation. “I would sample the product once
every three months, and there just didn’t
seem to be that much happening,” Lumsden
says. “And then all of a sudden, all of these
wonderful flavors appeared, and it just got
better and better and better.
“And then about a year and a half ago,
I decided that was it, and that it was time.
The French oak of the Sauternes casks can be

( top) Master
distiller Bill
Lumsden

fairly unforgiving because
of its level of tannin, so
you have to move fast and
move decisively.”
Lumsden’s timing was perfect, and the
resulting whisky, Pride 1981, is arresting in
its deep and complex flavor, as well as its
stunning packaging, which includes a Baccarat
crystal decanter and a beautifully crafted
wooden case. And while it was distilled and
bottled in Tain, Scotland (just 278 miles north
up the A9 from Glasgow), Glenmorangie chose
to unveil Pride 1981 in a locale almost halfway
around the world: Twist by Pierre Gagnaire, the
renowned chef’s sole U.S. restaurant, located
in Las Vegas’ splendid Mandarin Oriental
hotel. Gagnaire himself supervised a fivecourse food and whisky pairing, the highlight
of which was a roasted corn-fed chicken dish
stuffed with pistachio and almond paste and
coupled with Glenmorangie’s almost eerily
smooth Extremely Rare 18 Years Old. The
evening culminated in each guest sampling
the wonderfully potent Pride 1981—the whisky
was bottled at its full strength of 56.75
percent alcohol. It was a rare flavor revelation
with hints of clove, nutmeg and eucalyptus
yielding to a sweet, almost sherbet-like finish.
Only 100 bottles, each priced at more than
$3,000, will be available in the U.S. So if you’d
like to sample this exquisite whisky yourself,
act now and think later. 
—TOM BEAUJOUR
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